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Figure 1: Screenshots of the eight 1-minute 360◦ videos tested [45]. Under each video: "Name: Mean Valence/Arousal. Spatial
Perceptual Information (SI), Temporal Perceptual Information (TI)". Mean V-A scores shown are based on 1-minute clipped
videos.

ABSTRACT
Inferring emotions from Head Movement (HM) and Eye Movement
(EM) data in 360◦ Virtual Reality (VR) can enable a low-cost means
of improving users’ Quality of Experience. Correlations have been
shown between retrospective emotions and HM, as well as EM
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when tested with static 360◦ images. In this early work, we investigate the relationship between momentary emotion self-reports
and HM/EM in HMD-based 360◦ VR video watching. We draw on
HM/EM data from a controlled study (N=32) where participants
watched eight 1-minute 360◦ emotion-inducing video clips, and
annotated their valence and arousal levels continuously in realtime. We analyzed HM/EM features across fne-grained emotion
labels from video segments with varying lengths (5-60s), and found
signifcant correlations between HM rotation data, as well as some
EM features, with valence and arousal ratings. We show that fnegrained emotion labels provide greater insight into how HM/EM
relate to emotions during HMD-based 360◦ VR video watching.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Unlike with desktop environments, wearing a Virtual Reality (VR)
Head-Mounted Display (HMD) and being in a virtual environment
where users watch 360◦ videos content has the capacity to further
stimulate audio-visual perception of users. This has been shown to
result in a stronger sense of immersion and presence [29]. Furthermore, given that users can rotate their heads freely to interact with
the displayed content, a growing research topic is the development
of reliable visual attention models for improving processing, coding, delivering and rendering techniques for immersive media [20].
These can enable a low-cost means of improving users’ Quality
of Experience (QoE), where afective state plays a strong role in
where users look. Given this, it is becoming increasingly important
to explore the relationship between Head Movements (HM) and
Eye Movements (EM) on the one hand, and the moment by moment
experienced emotions on the other, while users are immersed in
VR experiences [25, 39].
Previous studies have indicated that head posture and movement
could refect emotion states [16, 22, 33, 40]. For example, people
tend to raise their heads when they are happy, but lower their heads
when they are sad. However, few works explored the possible links
between movement behavior and emotions in virtual environments.
Recently Tang et al. [39] discussed the infuence of emotions on
eye behavior while viewing omnidirectional 360◦ image content.
Furthermore, Li et al. [25] examined the relationship between rotational HM and emotions while users watched 360◦ videos, where
emotion labels were obtained via post-stimuli self-reports.
Typically emotion data collection takes place via post-interaction
or post-stimuli self-reports of valence and arousal (V-A) (cf., [31]),
which are retrospective and discrete in nature (e.g., Self-Assessment
Manikin (SAM) [7]). However, such self-reports are temporally
imprecise, especially for video content, since one can experience
multiple emotions throughout [38, 48] (e.g., experiencing >1 emotion when entire video is labeled ‘happy’). Moreover, retrospective evaluations rely on episodic memory (cf., self-report construal
in HCI [15]), which can introduce episodic memory biases (e.g.,
peak-and-end efects) [11]. In this work, since our task involves
simultaneously watching 360◦ videos using HMDs and annotating
in real-time continuously, we follow prior work on real-time and
continuous emotion annotation [12, 18, 35, 45, 48]. Here, we draw
on Russell’s Circumplex model [31] using the two dimensions of
valence and arousal to capture the fner granularity of emotion
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annotations throughout the user’s immersive experience. These
fne-grained emotion self-reports enable us to study the relationship
between momentary emotion states and HM/EM, under varying
interaction durations (or video segments). Given this, in this work
we ask: is there a (statistical) relationship between emotions and
HM and EM in HMD-based 360◦ VR video watching, and how is
this afected by video segment duration?
In this exploratory work, we build on our prior (upcoming) work
[45] where we collected HM/EM data from a controlled study (N=32)
where participants watched eight 1-minute 360◦ emotion-inducing
video clips, and annotated their V-A levels continuously and in realtime1 [44]. We analyzed HM and EM features across fne-grained
emotion labels from video segments with varying lengths (5-60s
(seconds)), and found that: (1) Standard deviation of HM yaw (for
5, 10, and 20s segments) negatively correlated with valence, while
HM pitch positively correlated with arousal. (2) Standard deviation
of EM yaw (for 5 and 10s segments) negatively correlated with
valence, while EM pitch negatively correlated with arousal. (3) Eye
fxation amount was signifcantly higher for exciting videos, with
lower saccade duration. Our early work contributes a novel means
to assess the relationship between objective HM and EM measures,
and the moment-by-moment afective states (through fne-grained
annotations) during immersive 360◦ VR video watching experiences.
It should be noted that we only look at correlations, so fndings
should be interpreted cautiously since we cannot make statements
about the direction of the causal arrow. Below, we start with a
survey of related work.

2

RELATED WORK

Two research strands infuenced our approach (relationship between HM/EM and emotions, and datasets for understanding 360◦
media), which we describe below.

2.1

Relationship between HM/EM and
Emotions

Compared with facial expressions, studies [1, 4, 22, 32] have shown
that head movements can convey additional important information.
Lhommet et al. [24] and Gross et al. [19] showed that there exists a
signifcant relationship between particular head movements and
certain emotions. Livingstone et al. [26] tracked vocalists’ head
movements while speaking and singing passages of varying emotions and fndings showed that head pitch is efectively associated
with emotions. Lemos et al. [14] analyzed gaze features in eye
movements (including blinks and pupil changes), and showed it is
possible to infer valence and arousal. Wiebe et al. [42] showed that
users spend more time on watching pictures with positive or negative emotions than neutral pictures. Kusano et al. [23] focused on
stress prediction, where they proposed a machine learning method
to extract heart rate features from head motion to predict stress.
More recently, Tang et al. [39] explored the infuence of emotions
on eye movement behavior while users watched 360◦ images, and
found signifcant efects of negative emotions on fxation and EM
saccade features. Li et al. [25] investigated the relationship between
HM and valence and arousal, where they found a signifcant positive
1 Raw

data, processing scripts, and basic analyses of user physiological and behavioral
data will be made publicly available in a separate, dataset paper.
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relationship between head pitch and arousal, while the standard
deviation of yaw positively correlated with valence. Together, these
foregoing studies underscore the relationship between tracking
HM and EM, and inferring emotional states from such measures.
Importantly, in none of these works do they have fne-grained emotion self-report labels, which allows a temporal analysis of afective
state and its association with HM and EM.

2.2

Datasets for Understanding 360◦ Media

Rai et al. [30] created a dataset of 360◦ images with HM and EM
data captured during a user study with 63 users. They calculated
and provided processed head saliency maps, head-eye saliency
maps, and scanpaths. Later, it was extended to 360◦ video content.
David et al. [13] captured HM and EM from 57 participants freely
viewing 19 video sequences each with a duration of 20 seconds,
which can be used to support research on visual attention and
behavior exploration of 360◦ content. Slater et al. [36] conducted
an experiment with 20 users who were required to walk through
a virtual feld and count the number of trees with diseased leaves,
where results showed a positive association between head yaw and
reported presence. Won et al. [43] found a relationship between
lateral head rotations and anxiety in a virtual learning experience.
Li et al. [25] provided a public dataset of 360◦ videos together with
results of HM and SAM ratings. As mentioned earlier (Sec. 2.1), they
found signifcant positive relationships between HM and emotion
states, however a limitation of their work is that the duration of
video clips were long (which may result in cybersickness and thus
lower presence [41]) and the ratings were retrospective, which may
reduce the accuracy of HM feature analysis on emotion. While
these previous works have taken steps to investigate user behavior
and afect in VR environments, they are focused on 360◦ images,
or looked at 360◦ videos but for only HM, not EM.

3

DATA COLLECTION SETUP

We draw on our upcoming work [45], where we conducted a controlled, indoor laboratory experiment (N=32; 16f,16m; 18-33 years
old, M=25, SD=4.0) to collect HM and EM data as well as continuous
emotion annotations while users watched 360◦ videos. We used
and analyzed the same data we already collected, albeit from an
HM and EM perspective. In that data collection study, we draw
on the Circumplex model [31] of emotion, where four types of
videos were shown depending on V-A video ratings, as shown in
Figure 2a. These are: high valence / high arousal (HVHA), high
valence / low arousal (HVLA), low valence / low arousal (LVLA),
low valence / high arousal (LVHA). Eight 360◦ videos with emotion
labels (see Figure 1) were selected from Li et al.’s [25] public database (https://vhil.stanford.edu/360-video-database/), two videos per
emotion type. The videos are of diferent lengths where most are
longer than 2 minutes, and this can result in motion sickness and
fatigue [8, 25]. Therefore, each video was clipped to 1-minute in
length (cf., [27]), where a pre-study showed that the emotion labels of clipped videos were consistent with the original database
labels [45]. We also provide Spatial Perceptual Information (SI) and
Temporal Perceptual Information (TI) for eight selected videos in
equirectangular format [62] to depict spatial and temporal complexity, as shown in Figure 1. Whereas SI indicates the amount of
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spatial detail and is higher for more spatially complex scenes, TI
indicates the amount of temporal changes and is higher for high
motion sequences.
Participants viewed the 360◦ video clips (see Figure 2b) through
an HTC Vive Pro Eye2 HMD, with a reported 0.5◦ accuracy and
frequency of 120Hz Tobii Pro eye tracker integrated. The HMD
provides a resolution of 2880 x 1600 pixels, a 110◦ feld of view and
a refresh rate of 90Hz. In parallel, the audio signal was sent to the
headset equipped in the HMD. Correspondingly, head rotation and
eye gaze data from the HMD were recorded at 120Hz. Participants
annotated the videos using the HaloLight and DotSize peripheral
visualization techniques [44, 46]. For annotation input, a wireless
digital gaming joystick, called Joy-Con3 was used. With a return
spring, the proprioceptive feedback could aid in realigning to center
position under no force, which makes it suitable for continuous
annotation (cf., [34]) while wearing an HMD. While watching a
360◦ video, participants rated their emotional states (as V-A) continuously using the joystick. Following prior work [25, 28], carry
over efects (so-called Halo efects) of one emotion to another were
avoided, as well as to reduce fatigue of viewing 360◦ video. Therefore, a delay of 15s between videos was enforced, with an additional
time gap of 5 minutes between each experimental block. At the end
of each video, participants were asked to report their emotional
experience using a within-VR Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [7]
rating scale. A custom scene in Unity Engine4 was used to display
360◦ videos and corresponding audio and show the annotation feedback based on users’ continuous ratings. Equirectangular content
was projected onto the skybox while the camera was fxed into the
center of the sphere. We integrated the Tobii Pro SDK5 to collect
HM and EM data from the HMD, along with the SteamVR SDK6
which provides virtual reality support. The project ran on a 2.2 GHz
Intel i7 Alienware laptop with an Nvidia RTX 2070 graphics card.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Preprocessing
We recorded participants’ head rotation and eye movement raw data
through the HMD, and then extracted pitch and yaw values of HM
and EM based on these. Pitch represents the movement around the
X-axis, where pitch values are between (−90, 90) with 0 indicating
the vertical center. Yaw refers to the movement around the Y-axis,
where yaw values are between (−180, 180) with 0 indicating the
horizontal center of the original equirectangular video. These are
shown in Figure 2c. We frst divided each video into varying length
segments (in seconds), which were: 5s, 10s, 20s, 30s and 60s. The
sample size (segments x videos x participants) of 5s-segment is (12
x 8 x 32), 10s-segment is (6 x 8 x 32), 20s-segment is (3 x 8 x 32),
30s-segment is (2 x 8 x 32), 60s-segment is (1 x 8 x 32). The sample
size per emotion quadrant within each segment durations are as
follows: 5s segment (HVHA: 1073, HVLA: 754, LVLA: 419, LVHA:
826); 10s segment (HVHA: 487, HVLA: 381, LVLA: 236, LVHA: 432);
2 https://enterprise.vive.com/us/product/vive-pro-eye/;

last retrieved: 21.02.2021
last retrieved:

3 https://www.nintendo.com/switch/choose-your-joy-con-color/;

21.02.2021
4 https://unity.com/;

last retrieved: 21.02.2021

5 http://developer.tobiipro.com/unity/unity-getting-started.html;

last retrieved:
21.02.2021
6 https://store.steampowered.com/app/250820/SteamVR/; last retrieved: 21.02.2021
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(a) Valence-Arousal model space
based on the Circumplex model of
emotion [31].
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(b) One user in our data collection
setup, wearing HMD and annotating
with Joy-con controller.

(c) One frame in Equirectangular format with pitch and yaw.

Figure 2: Data collection setup.

Seg Length (s)

5
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HM Data
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std

Valence (Mean)
Corr
p
-0.147
0.154
0.306
0.002
0.304
0.003
0.051
0.620
-0.157
0.288
0.318
0.027
0.335
0.020
0.038
0.799
-0.167
0.436
0.343
0.100
0.272
0.199
0.085
0.692
-0.188
0.486
0.381
0.145
0.370
0.158
0.173
0.522
-0.194
0.645
0.532
0.174
0.304
0.464
0.227
0.588

Valence (Median)
Corr
p
0.442
0.000
0.317
0.002
-0.249
0.015
-0.315
0.002
0.483
0.001
0.327
0.023
-0.237
0.105
-0.441
0.002
0.522
0.009
0.374
0.071
-0.263
0.214
-0.532
0.007
0.514
0.050
0.363
0.167
-0.237
0.377
-0.547
0.028
0.517
0.189
0.363
0.377
-0.402
0.323
-0.673
0.067

Arousal (Mean)
Corr
p
-0.207
0.043
0.264
0.009
0.243
0.017
0.033
0.750
-0.229
0.117
0.299
0.039
0.272
0.062
0.002
0.989
-0.266
0.209
0.321
0.126
0.135
0.530
0.020
0.927
-0.287
0.282
0.350
0.184
0.283
0.288
0.149
0.581
-0.161
0.703
0.635
0.091
0.320
0.440
0.183
0.664

Arousal (Median)
Corr
p
0.458
0.000
0.264
0.009
-0.190
0.064
-0.265
0.009
0.516
0.000
0.242
0.098
-0.112
0.448
-0.325
0.024
0.585
0.003
0.316
0.132
-0.145
0.500
-0.417
0.042
0.560
0.024
0.333
0.208
-0.136
0.615
-0.380
0.146
0.509
0.198
0.203
0.630
-0.416
0.306
-0.508
0.199

Table 1: Pearson’s product-moment correlations for head movement data and continuous valence and arousal ratings. Signifcant values are shown in bold (p < 0.01).

20s segment (HVHA: 224, HVLA: 195, LVLA: 124, LVHA: 225);
30s segment (HVHA: 145, HVLA: 129, LVLA: 92, LVHA: 146); 60s
segment (HVHA: 70, HVLA: 65, LVLA: 47, LVHA: 74). We observe
that users annotated LVLA the least, across all segment sizes.
The mean and median of continuous V-A ratings are calculated
for each segment. These continuous annotations were validated
by our upcoming work [45], where we found that continuous V-A
annotations are consistent with discrete within-VR and original
stimuli ratings from Li et al. [25]. For HM and EM data, we calculated the mean and standard deviation (std) value of pitch and yaw.
Since a Shapiro-Wilk test showed that these segment sequences are

normally distributed (p > 0.05), we calculated Pearson’s productmoment correlations between participants’ HM/EM data and their
continuous V-A ratings. Following prior work [25], this was done
to explore statistical relationships between HM/EM and emotion
labels. Since we conduct multiple correlation comparisons, results
may be prone to a higher number of false positives (Type I errors)
[37]. Using Bonferroni adjustment however is too conservative:
while it lowers Type I errors, it can also increase Type II errors
[6]. Given our exploratory work, we therefore lowered our alpha
level from 0.05 to 0.01. As a cautionary measure, we also tested
correction using the False Discovery Rate (FDR) [5] method, which
has been shown to be more balanced. However results with FDR
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Seg Length (s)

5

10

20

30

60

EM Data
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std
pitch_mean
yaw_mean
pitch_std
yaw_std

Valence (Mean)
Corr
p
0.068
0.512
0.299
0.003
0.286
0.005
0.144
0.161
0.073
0.624
0.314
0.030
0.395
0.005
0.124
0.400
0.075
0.728
0.339
0.105
0.305
0.147
0.175
0.414
0.091
0.738
0.383
0.144
0.374
0.154
0.239
0.373
0.089
0.833
0.555
0.153
0.381
0.351
0.345
0.403
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Valence (Median)
Corr
p
-0.321
0.001
0.275
0.007
-0.248
0.015
-0.284
0.005
-0.360
0.012
0.288
0.047
-0.307
0.034
-0.418
0.003
-0.390
0.060
0.332
0.113
-0.350
0.094
-0.429
0.036
-0.373
0.154
0.318
0.230
-0.354
0.178
-0.436
0.091
-0.382
0.350
0.315
0.448
-0.537
0.170
-0.586
0.127

Arousal (Mean)
Corr
p
0.136
0.185
0.257
0.011
0.223
0.029
0.123
0.234
0.162
0.273
0.293
0.043
0.339
0.018
0.083
0.575
0.191
0.370
0.316
0.133
0.170
0.426
0.108
0.615
0.211
0.432
0.351
0.182
0.268
0.315
0.216
0.423
0.093
0.826
0.656
0.077
0.345
0.403
0.282
0.499

Arousal (Median)
Corr
p
-0.354
0.000
0.223
0.029
-0.166
0.106
-0.200
0.051
-0.421
0.003
0.200
0.174
-0.178
0.226
-0.276
0.058
-0.472
0.020
0.271
0.201
-0.194
0.363
-0.297
0.159
-0.443
0.085
0.282
0.290
-0.218
0.417
-0.248
0.354
-0.394
0.335
0.146
0.730
-0.525
0.181
-0.399
0.327

Table 2: Pearson’s product-moment correlations for eye movement data and continuous valence and arousal ratings. Signifcant values are shown in bold (p < 0.01).

correction were less conservative than setting alpha to 0.01, so we
report on results only considering a lower alpha level.

4.2

Key Findings

We follow recommendations (cf., psychology) [3] for determining
correlation strength: (low: 0.1 < |corr | < 0.3; moderate; 0.3 <
|corr | < 0.6; high: 0.6 < |corr | < 1.0). For HM data, we found
a moderate signifcant positive correlation between pitch mean
and median of arousal ratings for 5, 10, and 20s segments. We
found a moderate signifcant negative correlation between yaw
std and valence median for 5, 10, and 20s segments. Correlations
and corresponding p-values are shown in Table 1. For EM data,
the results showed that there are moderate signifcant negative
correlations between pitch mean and median of arousal ratings for
5 and 10s segments. There are low signifcant negative correlations
between yaw std and valence median for 5s segments, and moderate
signifcant negative correlations for 10s segments. Correlations and
corresponding p-values are presented in Table 2. We also explored
the efects of labelled video emotion on two EM features, fxation
and saccade, two widely used eye features in afective computing
and cognitive research [21, 39]. The number of fxations, fxation
duration sum/std/mean, saccade duration mean/std are computed
for each participant viewing each video. The results showed that
there are signifcant diferences on number of fxations and mean
of saccade duration among diferent types of videos. The number of
fxations is larger for HVHA videos than other video types, while
the saccade duration is smaller for HVHA than others, as shown in
Figure 3.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Time-segmented relationships between
HM/EM and Valence and Arousal
First, for HM data, we found positive correlations between pitch
mean and median of arousal ratings for 5, 10, and 20s segments,
which suggests that participants usually raised their heads while
reporting high arousal, and lowered their heads while reporting
low arousal for the videos. This is consistent with Li et al. [25]
who observed a similar efect. Also, Lhommet et al.’s [10] work
indicated that people tend to move their head backwards during expressions of fear or surprise, which supports this fnding. However,
for EM data, the results showed that there are negative correlations
between pitch mean and median of arousal ratings for 5 and 10s
segments. Consistent with our earlier analysis, users seemed to
often raise their heads when reporting high arousal. Given that primary content of 360◦ videos are displayed near the equator [2, 17],
users usually look down when they raise their head, and up when
they lower it.
Second, we found negative correlations between yaw std and
valence medians for 5, 10, and 20s segments, which suggests that
those who displayed greater side-to-side head movements reported
lower ratings for valence. This negative relationship parallels research conducted by Won et al. [43] who showed a signifcant
relationship between the amount of head yaw and reported anxiety,
but contrasts with Li et al.’s [25] fndings. One possible reason is
that the video stimuli used by Li et al. are longer (> two minutes),
where according to Li et al., participants simply viewed the content
presented to them without the need for navigation. Furthermore,
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(a) Fixation Number Mean

(b) Saccade Duration Mean

Figure 3: Boxplots for eye movement measures across emotion types. (****, p<0.0001; ***, 0.0001<p<0.001; **, 0.001<p<0.01; *,
0.01<p<0.05)
their ratings were retrospective (i.e., post-stimuli), which may have
had an efect. In our case, the videos were clipped to one minute segments, and users rated their emotions in real-time while exploring
the content. Thus for each short segment (< 30 seconds), participants gave lower ratings of valence when they moved their heads
for navigation. Similarly, there are negative correlations between
yaw std and valence median for 5 and 10s segments for EM data.
Finally, previous studies [39] have shown a signifcant impact of
negative emotions on fxation and saccade features, with more visual agitation and avoidance behavior from larger, longer, and faster
saccades. This is in line with our LVHA and LVLA fndings, which
lead to more fxation points and less saccade durations compared to
HVHA videos. However for our HVLA videos, these were seaside
(TI: 0.36) and snow mountain scenes (TI: 0.97) with relatively low
temporal complexity, which may have prompted users to explore
the scenes more freely. Thus there are smaller fxation points and
longer saccadic durations for HVLA than HVHA.

5.2

Limitations and Future Work

Our work has some limitations and leaves open questions for future
work: frst, instead of dividing a video into fxed segments, we plan
to select unmodifed clips of difering lengths with emotion labels
for direct testing. This would allow us to further test the efect of
video length on emotions and HM/EM behavior. Second, we found
that the shorter the segment duration, the more signifcant the correlation between HM/EM and reported emotions were. As we saw
in Sec. 4.1, the shorter segment durations result in larger datasets to
calculate correlations, which can result in more signifcant efects.
Such a potential artifact warrants further scrutiny in future work.
Third, we do not consider the efects of video content and characteristics on 360◦ video watching (cf., spatial and temporal saliency
maps [47]). While we have shown SI and PI per video, currently
the segmentation sizes are fxed (e.g., 5s, 10s, ...) and not based on
video content to warrant further analysis. For future work, we aim
to investigate more closely the link between content analysis (what
does the clip depict?), momentary emotion (how do users feel at

that given moment?), and HM/EM data. Fourth, it is worthwhile to
test the relationship between post-stimuli SAM ratings and HM/EM
data, and then compare with continuous annotations. Fifth, one can
consider more eye features for analysis, such as pupil size, blink,
gaze location and direction, as these have been additionally shown
to link with emotions [9, 14]. Finally, while here we looked at correlations, fndings should be interpreted cautiously since we cannot
make statements about the direction of the causal arrow: does experiencing and reporting emotion states result in certain HM/EM
movements, or does performing certain HM/EM movements lead
to observed diferences in reported emotion states?

6

CONCLUSION

This early work provides the basis for further investigating the relationship between real-time and continuous emotion annotations,
and time-segmented HM/EM data while users watch 360◦ videos.
Our early fndings contribute to a better understanding of the relationship between objective HM and EM measures tracked during
VR-based HMD usage, and the momentary reported afective states
during immersive 360◦ VR video watching experiences. Carrying
out further research in this direction can help enable a low-cost
means for improving users? Quality of Experience (QoE) during
immersive VR interactions at a temporally fne-grained level, which
can be used not only for improved processing, coding, delivering
and rendering techniques, but also as a means to dynamically adapt
displayed emotion content based on implicit user behavior during
the viewing experience.
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